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Monte Carlo simulations of Mössbauer spectra in diffusion investigations
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We study the diffusion process via a vacancy mechanism in anA-B binary alloy withB2 order. The starting
point of our Monte Carlo simulations were experiments done recently by Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy and nuclear
resonant scattering on stoichiometricB2 ordered FeAl, which yielded a nonobvious jump model for the Fe
atoms, namely a priority of effective jumps to third-nearest-neighbor sites over second-nearest-neighbor sites.
In the simulations we chose ordering energies that ensured a phase diagram close to that of the real Fe-Al
system. Allowing the vacancy to exchange with nearest-neighbor atoms exclusively, we obtained a perfect
agreement between simulation and experiment for the case when an interaction between the vacancy and the
atoms was included. We suggest that the remarkable features of Fe diffusion arise from highly correlated
vacancy paths, which are due to an interaction of the vacancy with locally disordered areas in theB2 lattice
created by the vacancy movement itself.@S0163-1829~99!10113-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The high-temperature behavior of intermetallic phases
pends to a large extent on diffusion properties. But, in sp
of great experimental and theoretical effort, no consist
picture of the diffusion process in ordered intermetallic
loys has emerged until now. In most cases, diffusion co
sponds to the exchange between a vacancy and a neighb
atom. When such exchanges between nearest-neighbor~NN!
vacancy-atom pairs take place, e.g., in aB2 alloy, a random
walk of vacancies via NN sites destroys theB2 order. That is
why highly correlated vacancy sequences of NN jumps w
a final restoration of the local lattice order have been p
posed in the past and were observed and studied by M
Carlo ~MC! simulations.1

In the case of ordered stoichiometric FeAl, an example
a B2 ordered intermetallic alloy considered throughout t
work, both tracer diffusion~i.e., a ‘‘macroscopic’’ method!2

and quasielastic Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy~QMS! ~i.e., a ‘‘mi-
croscopic’’ method!3 indicated that diffusion is, indeed, me
diated by NN exchanges between atoms and vacan
Mössbauer spectroscopy measures the Lorentzian shape
sorption spectrum of gamma radiation. As a result of
diffusion of the atoms at high temperatures, the linewidth
the Lorentzian is broadened.4 This effect, called diffusional
line broadening, depends fundamentally on the orientatio
the single-crystalline sample and thereby provides inform
tion on the atomic jump vector. These QMS studies as w
as tracer diffusion experiments2 have motivatedab initio cal-
culations of vacancy concentrations on both sublattic
which yielded an extremely low vacancy concentration
the Al sublattice.5 Recently, the QMS results on FeAl hav
been confirmed by the new, powerful method of nucle
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~13!/8622~4!/$15.00
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resonant scattering~NRS! of synchrotron radiation.6,7 While
a possible explanation for the observed effects is the e
tence of divacancies,3,8 it remains open whether a simple
mechanism involving the motion of single vacancies m
also describe the phenomena.

For this reason, we have revisited the problem usin
Monte Carlo ~MC! method whereA and B atoms ~corre-
sponding to Fe and Al atoms, respectively! are distributed on
a bcc lattice and diffusion is mediated by a sing
vacancy.9,10 The papers of Kutner and Kehr,11 Fultz,12 and
Athèneset al.1 may be regarded as roots of the present wo
Kutner et al.11 have studied the diffusion of tagged particl
in lattice gases analyzing the intermediate scattering fu
tion, which is also experimentally accessible. Fultz12 showed
the influence of the relative difference in strength of theA
atom interactions and theB atom interactions~which result
in an effective interaction between the vacancy and the
oms! on the kinetics of ordering. Athe`neset al.were the first
to attempt to explain an experimental result by taking in
account this difference in interaction. The upward curvat
of the Arrhenius plot of the diffusion constant observed e
perimentally in some intermetallic alloys@see, e.g., investi-
gations of Stolwijket al. of CoGa~Ref. 13!# was explained
in this way.

Our MC model is characterized by two types of intera
tion: the exchange interactionJ(k) betweenA andB atoms in
the kth neighbor shell, which is essentially determining t
equilibrium properties, that is, the phase diagram of the
loy, and the interactionU (k) between the vacancy andA or B
atoms in thekth neighbor shell. The main goal of our wor
was to study the influence ofU (k) on the diffusion process
and, in particular, to investigate whether a suitable set
interaction parameters can reproduce the QMS/NRS res
8622 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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Using this approach, we show in the present paper th
single vacancy performs sufficiently correlated jumps to
plain the experiments.

II. THE MODEL

The model we use for performing the simulations h
been introduced earlier,10 and we give only a short summar
here. We consider a rigid bcc lattice with periodic bounda
conditions. The lattice sites are occupied by an equal num
of A atoms andB atoms, and one vacancy. Taking into co
sideration pair interactions«AA

(k) ,«BB
(k) , «AB

(k) , «AV
(k) , and «BV

(k)

up to the third nearest neighbors (k51 to 3!, the Hamil-
tonian can be written—alternatively to the well known Isin
form—as

H5H022(
k51

3

@J~k!nAB
~k!1U ~k!nAV

~k!#, ~1!

where J(k)5 1
4 («AA

(k)1«BB
(k)22«AB

(k)) and U (k)5 1
4 («AA

(k)2«BB
(k))

2 1
2 («AV

(k)2«BV
(k)). H0 is a constant term andnXY

(k) denotes the
number ofXY pairs ofkth neighbors. This equation clearl
shows that the constant ordering energiesJ(k) essentially de-
termine the ordering betweenA atoms andB atoms, while
the constantsU (k) are responsible for the behavior of th
vacancy. In particular, ifU (k).0 ~respectively,U (k),0),
the vacancy prefersA atoms~respectively,B atoms! in its kth
neighbor shell. ForU (k)50 there is no preference. Th
chosen ordering energies (J(1)51, J(2)50.167, J(3)

520.208) are taken from diffuse neutron scattering exp
ments and ensure a phase diagram close to that of the F
system,14 with an order-disorder phase transition atTc

57.9J(1)/kB in the stoichiometric case. All the dynamic
was introduced by the movement of the single vaca
jumping to a nearest-neighbor position. The jump probabi
was calculated according to the usual Metropolis rule,P
5min@exp(2DE/kBT),1#, whereDE denotes the energy dif
ference between the final and the initial state. Since no r
able information about the height of the energy barriers
tween two states is available yet, additional energy barr
were completely neglected, although we are aware that
ergy barriers might have influence on the diffusion proce

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the results of the NRS experiment p
lished in Ref. 7 together with the QMS results from Ref.
The QMS data which had been obtained with a stoich
metric FeAl sample orientated between the@001# and the
@110# direction are shown by full circles. Each data po
corresponds to a measured Mo¨ssbauer spectrum followed b
the determination of its linewidth. The overall result,
shown in Fig. 1, is the diffusional line broadening as a fun
tion of the sample orientation,G5G(Q), whereQ denotes
the wave vector of the gamma radiation relative to the cry
axes, or equivalently,G5G(u), with u being the rotational
angle of the sample between the@001# and the@110# direc-
tion, 0°<u<90°. Noticeable are the strong minima, i.e
smaller diffusional line broadening, in@111# and@113# direc-
tions and four smaller secondary minima, which are mar
by arrows. The NRS experiments shown by open circl7
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completely confirmed the earlier data obtained by QMS.
For comparison with these data, we calculated Mo¨ssbauer

spectra from our MC simulations in the following way: at
temperature comparable to the temperature of the QMS
NRS experiments (T'0.85Tc), we waited until the system
had attained thermal equilibrium, which was controlled
usual order parameters. In thermal equilibrium the deter
nation of the autocorrelation function,Gs(r ,t), of the A at-
oms was started.Gs(r ,t) denotes the probability of finding
anA atom, located at the origin at timet50, at the lattice site
r after time t. Gs(r ,t) is related to the experimentally ob
tained Mössbauer spectrum by a Fourier transformation
space~resulting in the so-called intermediate scattering fun
tion! and finally in time to arrive at a result comparable
QMS experiments. We calculated Mo¨ssbauer spectra at dif
ferent orientations varyingu from the @001# to the @110#
direction in steps of one degree. Finally, the simulated Mo¨ss-
bauer spectra went through the same evaluation procedu
the experimental ones, which means essentially a fit wit
Lorentzian and a determination of its linewidth.

For the calculation it is necessary to convert simulat
time @usually given in units of Monte Carlo steps~MCS!,
i.e., number of attempted interchanges per site# into physical
time ~given in seconds!. We therefore computed the diffu
sion constantDA in the model alloy by monitoring the move
ment of a tagged atom and determining its mean squ
displacement.10 The correspondence to the physical time
obtained by equatingDA with the experimentally determine
diffusion constant.2

Figure 2 shows a comparison between the QMS data~full
circles! and the results of MC simulations with differen
choices of theU parameters. If theU parameters in the MC
simulation were set equal to zero for all three neighb
shells, i.e.,U (k)50, k51,2,3, the simulated diffusional line
broadening,G(u) ~dashed line!, agrees with the two main
minima of the QMS data, but the further agreement is
satisfactory. However, with an appropriate choice of theU
parameters, namely U (1)50, U (2)58J(1), and U (3)

524J(1), an almost perfect agreement between the Q

FIG. 1. Stoichiometric FeAl: orientational dependence of diff
sional line broadening,G(Q)5G(u), from QMS experiment at
1065 °C~full circles, scale on the left side! and from an NRS ex-
periment at 1030 °C~open circles, scale on the right side! normal-
ized to be compared with QMS experiment. The two main mini
are clearly visible, the four secondary minima are marked by
rows. Lines correspond to the analytical model@Eq. ~2!# with the
ratio of W3 /W251.9 ~see text!.
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data and the simulation results~solid line! is obtained: not
only the two main minima, but also all four seconda
minima are reproduced in the right way. Small deviatio
can be attributed to errors of the measurement, e.g.,
width of the main minima, which is too small compared
the experimental data, is due to the inevitably inexact ori
tation of the FeAl sample.

IV. DISCUSSION

A first step in understanding our simulation results is
investigate a simple jump model, which is analytically tra
table and motivated by the QMS experiments.3 The simple
cubic sublattice of the bcc lattice withB2 order, which is
mainly occupied byA atoms~respectively,B atoms! is de-
noted byA sublattice~respectively,B sublattice!. We con-
sider now a singleA atom migrating on an otherwise emp
bcc lattice via NN jumps with an infinitely short occupatio
time on theB sublattice. Two consecutive NN jumps can
integrated in one effective jump, which starts and ends on
A sublattice. As is shown in the inset of Fig. 2, one effect
jump leads the atom back to the original site~zeroth-
neighbor shell!, or to the second-, third-, or fifth-neighbo
shell.

According to Ref. 3, the line broadeningG of this simple
analytical jump model is given by

G~Q!5
2\

t S 12(
j

WjEj D . ~2!

Heret denotes the mean residence time of anA atom on the
A sublattice,Wj is the jump probability for an effective jump
into a site in thej th neighbor shell andEj—a kind of ‘‘struc-
ture factor’’ of the jump lattice—is defined as

Ej5
1

Nj
(
n51

Nj

exp@ iQl n
j #, ~3!

FIG. 2. Full circles: orientational dependence of diffusional li
broadening,G(Q)5G(u), obtained by QMS experiment; the sam
data as the full circles in Fig. 1 but without error bars. Dotted lin
MC simulations withU (k)50, k51,2,3. Solid line: Monte Carlo
simulation with U (1)50, U (2)58J(1), U (3)524J(1). The inset
shows different sites that the black Fe atom can reach with
consecutive nearest-neighbor jumps; numbers denote the neig
shells of the sites.
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wherel n
j is thenth jump vector to a site in thej th neighbor

shell andNj is the number of lattice sites in thej th neighbor
shell, e.g.,N158, N256, etc. for a bcc lattice.

Under the special assumption that the jump probabilit
from the B sublattice back to theA sublattice are equally
distributed over all eight possible jump directions, the jum
probabilities of an effective jump are as follows: for jumpin
back to the original site,W05 1

8 ; into a site in its second- o
third-neighbor shell,W25W35 3

8 ; and into a site in its fifth-
neighbor shell,W55 1

8 ~see the inset of Fig. 2!.
The line broadeningG(Q)5G(u) calculated with this

choice of theWj using Eq.~2! and the MC results for the
caseU (k)50, k51,2,3 ~Fig. 2! are almost identical. This
shows that the computer simulations withU (k)50 can be
well represented by a model where all jump probabilities
nearest-neighbor sites are equal, but the residence time o
A atom on theB sublattice is much smaller than on theA
sublattice. Reasons for small differences are as follows: fi
a short but not infinitely short occupation time of a site
the B sublattice, since anA atom has to wait at an antistruc
ture site for the vacancy lending itself to a second jump b
to its own sublattice; second, temporal and spatial correla
effects, as diffusion is mediated by exchanges with a sin
vacancy on an otherwise fully occupied lattice. Typical co
relation effects are that an atom, which just exchanged w
the vacancy, has a high probability for additional exchan
due to the proximity of the vacancy.

With the ad hocassumption of a preference of effectiv
jumps to third-nearest-neighbor sites over second-nea
neighbor sites, specifically setting the ratioW3 /W2 in our
model equal to 1.9, Eq.~2! results in a line broadening
G(Q), which fits the experimental data very well~solid line
in Fig. 1!. This nonobvious jump model was reported in
earlier work,3 but its physical reasons remained unclear.

When U (k)Þ0 are allowed, we obtained with our MC
simulations at least as good a fit of the QMS data~Fig. 2! as
with the ad hocmodel mentioned above. In order to unde
stand this agreement between experiment and simula
one has to ask how our choice of theU parameters,U (1)

50, U (2)58J(1), andU (3)524J(1), influences the move-
ment of the vacancy and therefore the effective jumps of
A atoms. Because of the rather high simulation tempera
and hence the large number of antistructure atoms~about
10%!, the variety of different states of the system is im
mense. To simplify matters, let us reduce our considerati
to a fully ordered state of the system and to minimal jum
sequences of the vacancy, which allow anA atom to jump
effectively on its own sublattice: the well known six-jum
cycles ~6JCs!. We emphasize that these cycles are an
treme simplification. In fact, a manifold of different possib
jump sequences is possible and the factorization into sim
sequences has only an instructive purpose. One can di
guish between three different 6JCs, namely the so-ca
bended- and straight-~100! cycles, which lead to an effective
jump to a second-nearest-neighbor site, and the~110! cycle,
which leads to an effective jump to a third-nearest-neigh
site. Using Eq.~1!, we calculated the maximal energy devi
tion from the energy of the totally ordered state for each 6
The statement that~110! cycles are energetically preferab
to ~100! cycles is equivalent to the inequality2U (2)1U (3)

,0. In our simulations we obtained good agreement with
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experimental data only in cases when this inequality was
clearly. Our choice of theU parameters results in2U (2)

1U (3)5212J(1), which corresponds to a maximal energ
difference between~110! and ~100! cycles of about
225J(1). Therefore the vacancy will prefer~110! cycles,
leading to a jump model similar to the analytical model
Eq. ~2! with W3 /W251.9.

In summary, allowing the vacancy to exchange w
nearest-neighbor atoms exclusively, we obtained a per
agreement between simulation and experiment for the c
when an interaction between the vacancy and the atoms
included. We understand our results in the following wa
the vacancy migrates through the lattice destroying and
storing the lattice order. Since in our model the vacan
interacts with all atoms up to its third-nearest-neighbor sh
it particularly interacts with defects just created by its ow
movement, which causes different future paths of the
cancy to be energetically unequal. With our choice of theU
parameters, the vacancy prefers such sequences of
jumps, which result in effective jumps ofA atoms preferably
to third-nearest-neighbor sites.
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With this attempt we have shown that interaction energ
between atoms and vacancies play a crucial role in the
croscopic diffusion mechanism of atoms in ordered allo
Simulating the diffusion of Al atoms in the same way, w
obtained a completely different orientational dependence
diffusional line broadening compared to that of the Fe atom
Within our model we predict that the effective jumps of A
atoms are mainly to second-nearest-neighbor sites. The
perimental determination of the Al diffusion mechanism w
be hard to achieve, because none of the established q
elastic methods is capable of studying Al diffusion. In ord
to investigate correlated jumps of diffusion atoms expe
mentally, we therefore propose to investigateB2 alloys
where both partners are accessible to methods which
determine the diffusional jump mechanism.
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